3 STEP CLIPPER MAINTENANCE

by Brittney Dovenberg, Wahl Clipper

STEP 1: For best results, remove the blade from the clipper prior to cleaning to get any loose hair that might have accumulated between the blade and clipper. Remove hair and build up from your blades by using the small brush supplied with your clipper or trimmer kit. You may use an index card or pipe cleaner to clean between the blades; this will remove any build up that may cause bacteria growth or prevent your blades from cutting properly.

STEP 2: Disinfect your blade with a product like Clini-Clip, Wahl’s environmentally-friendly hygienic spray. Clini-Clip will effectively kill and remove bacteria, viruses, and fungi in one easy spray. Simply hold your unplugged clipper at a downward angle and spray generously onto the blades. Let the spray sit on your blades for no more than 2 minutes before wiping off the excess with a soft cloth. Using any other cleaning agent beside those designed specifically for these clippers may cause damage to your blades and clipper and would void your clipper’s warranty.

STEP 3: Oil! Oiling your blades reduces the friction that causes heat, prevents rust, and prolongs life as blades run smoother. Place a few drops of Blade Oil along the top of your blade after each use and at the end of the day. After oiling, run the clipper or trimmer for a few seconds to allow the oil to work into the blade and then wipe off any excess with a soft cloth.

Instructional videos on how to properly care for your clippers can be found on the Midwest Library:

www.midwestvet.net | CLICK EQUIPMENT TAB, CLICK LIBRARY, CLICK WAHL CLIPPER

- How to clean a Wahl ‘5 in 1’ blade: https://youtu.be/3_jYRHcg_9o
- How to clean a Wahl Detachable Blade: https://youtu.be/ft-IQNpnXjk

762.10400.2 | WAHL BLADE OIL 4oz #3311
762.35010.2 | CLINI-CLIP BLADE CLEANER DISINFECTANT 8 OZ PUMP